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Singable Books—Making Music Easy
Thank you so much for downloading our first eBook!
Read on to learn:


What is a singable book?



Why should I use a singable book?



HOW to use the singable book.



Where to Start: A list of 25 singable picture books

This excellent list of singable picture books can be used with children of all ages. These books can be
used throughout the day—during instructional or circle time at school, in therapy sessions, or at
home before bed or just because!
Each book has its own page complete with title, author, summary, sample objectives, and links to
watch/listen/buy the book.
Please know that I do not make any money from these links. I trust Amazon a source for purchase
and have reviewed each YouTube video link. Some videos are intended only to help with the tune of
the song and others have the same images from the book.
I hope that this resource can be as useful to you as all these books have been to me in my work with
children who have special needs. I would love to hear from you. What do you think? You can reach
me at mary@musictherapykids.com.

Till Next Time,
Mary
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What is a singable book?
Typically, a singable book is a children’s picture book that is already set to a song. A few examples include “Dinosaur Pet” by Neil Sedaka, “We
All Go Traveling By” by Barefoot Books, “Mary Had a Little Lamb” by Iza Trapini. Some are familiar tunes and some are written just for the purpose of putting a book to song (these usually come with a cd).
The list is tremendously long and this book just begins to scratch the surface!

The Why of Singable Books
Singable books are one of my most favorite resources. You may be asking yourself what sets a singable book apart from a traditional book. Well,
both are great! We want to get as many books into the hands of our children as possible to encourage learning and development.
When a book is set to music, though, some other things begin to happen. You may notice that children who can’t sit still are suddenly able to
focus for longer periods of time because the music is structuring their participation and motivating them to remain in place. You may notice that
children more quickly begin to memorize the content or recognize printed words as a result of the song structure. Music also stimulates the
whole brain—not just one side or the other. So more neurons are firing (and potentially more development is taking place) when you have the
added element of music.

Here are a few more logistical reasons that you should use a singable book at home, school or in therapy:
It’s Easy. The work is all done for you. The illustrations are typically beautiful and certainly 1000’s of times better than anything I could create on
my own. The lyrics are written, everything rhymes, and subject matter already determined. Many times the music may be included on a CD with
purchase of the book or it might be a twist on a children’s classic that you already know! All you have to do is hold up the book, sing along, and
emphasize the parts that you which to emphasize.
Music often comes with the book. The music is right there. I briefly mentioned this in above, but many times the book will come with a cd. If
you are technologically savvy, you can put that cd on your iPhone or smart phone. If not, stick it in the cd player and sing along. Having that music background will give you more confidence as you a) learn the song and b) sing along with your child. No worries about singing on pitch –
crank up the volume and sing your hearts out together.
Lots of Repetition. Not only can you sing and read the book over and over again without going to a music therapy session or early childhood music class, these type of books tend to use repetition within themselves. This might be with melody or lyrics like a repeating chorus. In many Iza
Trapini books the words on each page are different but the melody is the same every time.
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Gorgeous Illustrations. This is such a fantastic opportunity for pointing out items and actions in the pictures with music a bonus to structure the
experience. Just like you might with other books, you can ask the child “What is that?” “What do you see?” “What is he doing?” as you go along.
Just get familiar with the pause button on your music player and you will be set to take a break to talk about the pictures. If your learner isn’t verbalizing just yet, make sure to tell him or her what you see as you point together to the item.
Opportunities for Verbal Expression. Try leaving out the last word of a familiar phrase in the book. Many times super familiar songs like Wheels
on the Bus and Twinkle Little Star get mastered quickly in terms of filling in words, for example “Twinkle twinkle little ____.” Expanding your repertoire gives lots more opportunities for saying other words! I typically start with filling in one word, then more as the child is able. Some of my
clients are beginning readers so they can practice their skills in a highly motivating and structured musical environment. We can also practice
comprehension skills (paired with and without picture cues as needed). Depending on the musical story that you select, you might have opportunities for sequencing skills and story retelling.
Adaptability. Using elements listed above, you can adapt the singable book meet the needs of your special learner. Does the child prefer the
recorded music? Use it. Does she love when you sing it? Do that. Does the child need extra repetition of the chorus? Sing it a few times. Are
you targeting recognition of a particular item on the page? Stay on that page for a while. Practice verbalizations and singing as much or as little
as is necessary. The flexibility of music allows you to create an experience individualized to the child’s needs!!

How to use a Singable Book
So if someone puts a singable book in your hand, what do you do? How does that even work?
First you need to determine if you will use your voice to sing or use a provided recording. As mentioned, many come with a recording or you
can use this book to locate a recording on YouTube.
Read/sing the book several times. Often introducing something new can be a challenge for our kids so my initial approach to using these books
includes just singing it through a few times until the child is familiar with it.
Fill in the blank. Allow the child to fill in a word at the end of a repetitive phrase (how much is that doggie in the ____). Once they have mastered one word, then let them fill in part of a phrase (how much is that __________). If they can complete the phrase, then give the first word of
the sentence (How_______________________) and help as needed. Basically we want to encourage as much verbal language as possible.
Starting with one word and building to phrases and/or sentences of a song is an excellent way to increase length of utterance.
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Give processing time. I have one client who I always count slowly to at least 15 before I cue again. Some children may take up to a minute or
more. Happily, I have found that many children with special needs may process information presented in musical context more quickly that spoken words.
Label Pictures. Point out the pictures and actions in the book. You may want to start with one target picture (for example: dog). Use a sing-song
voice to ask your question. “What is it? Where is the dog?”
Repeat!
A few helpful tips:


Stay on the same book for a reasonable length of time per your child’s needs. Some children can sing the book during one session and we
can move on to another book the next week. Others may need a few weeks or months.



I have a few who may become very attached to a particular book, and we work get it as a reward at the end of the session. I have even had
to remove a beloved book from the child’s repertoire because they became so preoccupied with it. It’s ok to encourage change!



If you are using a recording, have the player nearby so that you can pause the music when you are waiting for a response.

Simplify. Make a simplified version of the singable book. For example, if you are targeting a different animal on each page of the book, make an
uncluttered version with the targeted picture only on each page. As much as a I love singable stories, sometimes the illustrations can be overwhelming and present too much information. Using the same recording or singing and adding a simple picture (create using google images +
your word processor of choice) can definitely help draw the child’s attention to the targeted item.
Make a matching game. Use a scanner/camera copier to get pictures from the story to be matched in the book. I have done this with several,
and it works beautifully.
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List of books
Animals

Nursery Rhymes

23. Take Me Home Country Roads

1. Animal Boogie

12. Baa Baa Black Sheep

24. Octopus’s Garden

2. Old MacDonald Had a Farm

13. Row Your Boat

25. Puff the Magic Dragon

3. Seals on the Bus

14. Over in the Meadow

4. Brown Bear

15. Three Little Kittens

5. Going to the Zoo

16. Itsy Bitsy Spider

Transportation

17. Mary Had a Little Lamb

6. Journey Home from Grandpa’s

18. Twinkle Little Star

7. We All Go Traveling By

Oldies

8. Going on a Train

19. What a Wonderful World

9. Down by the Station

20. Blowin’ in the Wind

10. Magic Train Ride

21. Sunshine on My Shoulders

11. Wheels on the Bus

22. Forever Young
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Animals
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The Animal Boogie
by

Debbie Harter & Barefoot Books
Summary:
Down in the jungle, lots of friends are use their imaginations as
they pretend to be animals. The animals are shaking, flying,
dancing, and having a great time!!
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, imitate movements, verbalize environmental
sounds
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Old MacDonald Had a Farm
by

Frances Cony
Summary:
What makes this book a blast is the pop up pictures and moving parts. It really gives new live to a classic favorite.
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, imitate movements, verbalize animal sounds
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
I couldn’t find an exact you tube match to this book, but there
are tons of videos out there if you don’t know the tune.
Amazon Link:
BUY
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The Seals on the Bus
by

Lenny Hort
Summary:
This is a super fun twist on the traditional Wheels on the Bus
song. As more animals get on the bus chaos ensues!
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, verbalize animals sounds
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Brown Bear, Brown Bear
What do you see?
by

Bill MartinJr. & Eric Carle
Summary:
With its beautiful illustrations, your child will adore this book!
Bill Martin introduces young readers to animals. The pictures
are simple and uncluttered , not to mention bright and colorful.
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, identify colors, verbalize animal sounds
You Tube Link or Music Link (if available):
WATCH (Greg & Steve Version)
LISTEN to a clip (John Archambault Version)
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Going to the Zoo
by

Tom Paxton
Summary:
What will we see on our trip to the zoo today? Come along as
the children discover all the different animals and their movements and sounds!
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, imitate movements, verbalize environmental
sounds
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to a clip
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Transportation
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The Journey Home
from Grandpa’s
by

Jemima Lumley & Barefoot Books
Summary:
Go on an adventure home from Grandpa's house. See a car,
train, tractor and others in action! Book comes with CD.
Sample Goals:
Identify modes of transportation, practice color adjectives and
descriptor words
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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We All Go Traveling By
by

Sheena Roberts & Barefoot Books
Summary:
Who knows what you might see on the way to school! Read
along and find out. Book comes with CD.
Sample Goals:
Identify modes of transportation, practice color adjectives and
descriptor words, verbalize environmental sounds
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Going on a Train
by

Pamela Ott
Summary:
These two little ones are super excited to ride the train to
Grandma’s house! CD is included.
Sample Goals:
Fill in the blank at the end of a phrase, practice verbalizing repetitive phrases, practice train sounds, practice retelling of a
story
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN
Pamela’s Website Link:
BUY
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Down by the Station
by

Will Hillenbrand
Summary:
Go on a train adventure through the zoo. The train picks up
the sweet baby animals for a trip to the children’s zoo! The
tune is notated in the back of the book.
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, verbalize animal sounds, sequence sounds.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
I could not find an exact of book + song with this book. There
are many videos that can help with the tune.
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Magic Train Ride
by

Sallly Crabtree & Barefoot Books
Summary:
The magic train takes its riders to many lands (train stations).
From the jungle to the ocean to outer space, this book has it
all!
Sample Goals:
Identify environments, practice pretend play
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Wheels on the Bus
by

Raffi
Summary:
The traditional tune set to exciting illustrations. Read and sing
as the bus goes “all around the town.”
Sample Goals:
Identify features of the bus, imitate movements, verbalize environmental sounds.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Nursery Rhymes
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Baa Baa Black Sheep
by

Iza Trapani
Summary:
Horse, pig, and, cat, and dog can’t understand why sheep will
not help them - until they figure out the sheep has been working hard on surprises of her own.
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, learn about sharing with friends, sequence
story events
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
Link to this specific book being sung not found. Learn the tune
here.
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Row Row Row Your Boat
by

Iza Trapani
Summary:
The bear family goes on a fun boating trip. Watch out as they
encounter obstacles like storms, beaver dams and more!
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, verbalize repetitive phrases, identify obstacles, sequence story events
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Over in the Meadow
by

Jill McDonald & Barefoot Books
Summary:
All kinds of commotion is going on in the meadow among the
bee, frogs, mice, birds, and more!
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, imitate motor actions, verbalize animal/
environmental sounds, practice counting skills, practice
intraverbals with number words.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Three Little Kittens
by

Paul Galdone
Summary:
A traditional nursery rhyme. When 3 little kittens lose their
mittens, mother cat is not very happy. Will they find them?
Will they get to eat pie? Read and find out.
Sample Goals:
Identify kittens, count to 3, practice fill-ins and repetitive
phrases.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
Learn the tune by listening to some of these videos.
Amazon Link:
BUY
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The Itsy Bitsy Spider
by

Iza Trapani
Summary:
A little spider goes on big adventures and doesn’t let obstacles
get in her way. Her hard work pays off and she is able to relax
in the warm sun at the end of the day.
Sample Goals:
Answer “where” and “what” questions., identify pictured actions, identify common items
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
WATCH
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Mary had a Little Lamb
by

Iza Trapani
Summary:
Mary’s little lamb causes all kinds of trouble in the barn and
ends up soaked in a muddy puddle! Not to worry, Mary is
there to clean up the lamb after a long day.
Sample Goals:
Identify animals, answer “what doing” or “what happened”
questions, sequence story events
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
by

Iza Trapani
Summary:
A special star takes a little girl on a magical adventure after she
makes a wish.
Sample Goals:
Identify common items, answer “what doing” or “what happened” or “where” questions using picture cues, sequence story events
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Oldies
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What a Wonderful World
by

Louis Armstrong
Summary:
Children gather together to put on a colorful puppet show illustrating the lyrics of this beloved song.
Sample Goals:
Answer simple “wh” questions, identify colors, identify pictures
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Blowin’ in the Wind
by

Bob Dylan
Summary:
Bob Dylan’s original song is set to beautiful painted illustrations
that reflect his message of freedom and peace.
Sample Goals:
Answer complex, abstract questions about freedom, justice
and peace. For younger ones, identify common items pictured.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Sunshine on my Shoulders
by

John Denver
Summary:
A little girl spends a wonderful day outside in the warmth of
the sun with her kitty and mother. Lead sheet with melody, lyrics, and chords is included at the end. CD included with some
versions.
Sample Goals:
Identify basic emotions (happy/sad), answer “what” questions
about illustrations
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Forever Young
by

Bob Dylan
Summary:
Bob Dylan’s original lyrics are set to inspiring pictures that remind us to be grateful for all the little things in life and not to
grow up too fast.
Sample Goals:
Answer complex, abstract questions about growing up and
wishing one good luck in life. For younger ones, identify common items pictured.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
PART of the Book set to music
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Take Me Home Country Roads
by

John Denver
Summary:
Travel back to the narrator’s hometown and see exactly what
he has missing while away.
Sample Goals:
Discuss the concept of “home.” For younger ones, identify
common items pictured.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Octopus’s Garden
by

Ringo Starr
Summary:
Children imagine living under the water with friends and sea
creatures. Dance, play, and shout! Comes with a CD.
Sample Goals:
Identify common items pictured, answer “wh” questions about
the pictures and lyrics.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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Puff the Magic Dragon
by

Peter Yarrow & Lenny Lipton
Summary:
A friendly dragon takes a young boy on a magical adventure to
a new land and eventually grows older. Comes with CD.
Sample Goals:
Answer complex, abstract questions about growing old, discuss
kings/dragons. For younger ones, identify common items and
actions pictured. Answer “wh” questions about story events.
You Tube Link or Music Link(if available):
LISTEN to the tune
Amazon Link:
BUY
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